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INTRO DUCTION 
l ive Hog Ev:duation Problems 
The gradual decline in the price of fat pork curs :lod lard in relation 
to the price of the lean cutS is a Ellnor of concern to pork produ~rs. From 
190' to 19}8 prime StC;1m rendered lard sold fo r an :average 0£$2.25 mOl\" 
per hundred pounds than live hogs (200 pound ~ight). From 1939 through 
19' 1 lard sold for S3.H less than live hogs ~r hundred pounds, Edingtt 
(1937-19H). The appearance of the live hog is often miskading in predier-
ing irs true market value, Peterson (1952). The fact that hogs look differ-
em after they have be¢n slaughtered has been shown repeatedly. The first 
time th:u the champion hog o n foot at the International livestock Exposi-
tion, Chicago, was a lso judged champion in carcass competition occurred 
at the 19,2 show, Bruner (19n). 
Basically, the packer's interest is in the total amount he pays for all 
hogs. He can ignore both the individual variation in CUt OUt value and the 
lot Viriation if the differences are not tOO great. 
T he producer OT good qual ity market hogs may be content to ignore 
carcass value differences from hog (0 hog within a given lot, but he feels 
th:1.[ the (Oul amount paid for his hogs should reflect their value. 
In Canada, England, and ~nmark, hogs have bttn sold on a CI.rCas5 
weight and grade Msis for a number of years, Shepherd, Geoffrey (1937).' 
p artial/ayment is made to the seller wlren the hogs are received at mar-
ket, an final payment is concluded on the b:uis of weight and gl'll.de of the 
individual (1lfCasseS of each lot. 
Facto rs D etermining Li ve H og Value 
The important fact ors which accou nt for the variadons in live hog 
values are: (a) variations in weight, (b) variarions in dressing percent (car-
cass yield), and (c) variations in carcass grade (quality, finish and conforma-
tion). The weight affects the value because the heavier cutS normally sell 
<1t prices below those of lighter weight cuts. Dressing percent is one of the 
most important single measures of t he live hog value. The preferred cuts 
from one Bude are nor necessarily equal in value to those from <1nother 
gnde. The grade of <1 C<1fC1$S, as de termined by conformation, fi nish, <1nd 
quality affects the value of the live hog. Some carC<1sses produce a larger 
proportion of the high value cutS and trimmings than olhers and yield a 
sm<1Uer proportion of relat ively low-value lard, Wiley, t t ai., (19'1) . 
' l ivcstock and Livestock Product D ivision, Marketing Service, Onawa. Can:ad .. 
Thf U""oW Grading Df H~gJ, Special Pamphlet No. 48, 1941, p. 1-4. 
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Chancteristics of Meat Type Hog 
Within weight limits, corrttt type and high carcass cut out value go 
together. Zmolek (19n) states that heavy weight and excessive: fini sh a~ 
not the sole comribucors to high lard yields. Tests revealed that the fat 
from the whole ground carcass of a.n extremely meaty type hog (212 
pounds) was approximately 30 percent compared with a 51 percent from 
an extremely fat type hog (1% pounds). A large portion of this fat is within 
the: leaner cutS of the: fat type: hog. 
A meat type hog is well balanced, heavily muscled, well developed in 
the ham and loin, firm in flesh, trim of underline and jowl, and carries 
enough finish ro produce a firm, high quality, high yielding carcass. Car-
cass length of 29 to 31 inches for a 200 to 230 pound hog is desirable. 
Need Improvement in Mukct Hogs 
T he solution to the production of a meat type hog does not lie solely 
in a specific plan of management or in any given breed. Purebreds, selecced 
for desirable carcass qualiries, provide one method. However, the com-
merci al producer may get desired results faster by adopting a ·rotational 
cross-breeding progr;Im. Top crossing f;It with bacon breeds, selected in-
breds, or cross-Jines at three to four yeat intervals should be effective in 
producing meat type hogs. 
Each hog producer has a responsibility in producing the kind of pork 
the consumer dem;Inds. Producers realize something serious has been hap-
pening to pork prices, compared to other mears. The price ratio of Choice 
beefro hogs for 1950 and 1951 was approximately 1.72:1.00, V.S.D.A. 
(1952). 
T he hog producer is now confronted with (a) a shift in consumer pre-
ference for more lean meat and less anim;II nt, (b) a record world produc-
rion and supply of fats and vegetable oils, (c) a shrinking export m:uker 
for animal fats, and (d) the rapid development of vegetable shortening and 
synthetic detergent industries. 
No one has so much at stake in giving consumers wh;Ic they wane as 
the pork producer. Either rhe producer supplies less lard and lighter 
weight, leaner CUtS of pork, or he loses his hog market. 
The record numbers of c;Itde, broilers, and turkeys arc the competitors 
of pork. Large supplies norm;Illy mean lower prices. When the productS 
of these meat producers reach the market in ful! force, a very competitive 
marketing condition will exist. To meet this competition it will be neces-
sary to produce le;In pork of high quality. The meat type hog should prove 
to be profic;Ible because it possesses;I high value C;I[CaSS which is reRected 
in a higher proportion of hams, loins, picnics, bostOn butts, and bellies. 
T hese CUtS comprise approximately one-half of the carcass weight ;Ind in 
recent years have contributed about two-thirds of the composite C;Ircass 
value. 
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E)(perimencs condUCted in Ohio and Iowa, Bruner (1952), indiate thar 
mear type hogs of proper weighr un be produced as dEciendy and eco-
nomically as fat type hogs. Other experiments, Bruner (19~2), have demoo-
serated that the farter rhe hog, ~he hig~er the feed requirements. This is 
true since the energy value of fat IS 2.25 urnes greater per pound than that of 
carbohydrates. Considering this and rhe moisture difference in lean and fat 
tissue, less feed is required per pound of gain to produce meat type animals 
weighing from 200 to 225 pounds. 
Need for Cut Out Studies 
As previously cited, Peterson (19~2), it is more difficult to evaluate the 
live hog than the carcass becliuse the live hog is one step furthe r removed 
from the wholeslilc cutS, which in the final lInalysis derermine the value of 
the animal. D ifferences in the relative proportions lind quali ties of the 
wholesa.le cuts can be more easily detected by examining the carcasses, 
compared with observing live hog, Wiley, tt ai. , ( 19~ 1). Since the composi-
tion o f the pork carcass, in terms of its wholesale cutS, is of fundamental 
importance, accurate measurements of these: curs lIle essential. All technical 
meat production studies should include q Ulllity in the determination of 
carcass value. 
In recent years there has been increasing emphasis on product quality, 
especially in countries supplying a large, discriminating market. In all such 
work, the difficulties of mCllsuring the chulICters are great. Complete chern-
ia! analysis of carcasses is time consuming and hence expensive. 
" .... . much work to JaU hQJ bHn dtptntilnt upon carcass mtQJllrtmtnlJ, 
titm 'Ixttrnal' 01' 'intimal' 01' both, QJ india; of compo;ition and olm f{ua/iry 
diJJtrmm ( M cM Hkan, 1939). In tht main, andparticlI/ar/y with Ihtanima/., 
wilh whhh WI art cORurntd, Iht mtaJurtmtn/J Imp/oJtd /01' IhiJ purpOJt haw 
dtvtloptd from tht opinion and magt of tht mlat trallt." M cMHkan (1941). 
StatuS of urd as a Shortening 
Lud is important. More lard is produed than any other fat. It comprises 
15 to 20 percent of the live weight of the average muket hog. LlIld also 
competes on the domestic and world mlllket with other &'tS and oils (Com-
modity Year Book, 19~2). 
The number and avetage live weight of hogs slaughtered ue viral &.c-
toes in determini ng the amount of lard produced. Most of the lard con-
sumed domestically is used for shortening and other cooking, although 
minor quantities lire used in the manufacture of marguine, soap and other 
industrial products. Use of lard for industrial purposes is limited due IO 
technical difficuhies but especia.lly because of its reluive COSt . When l:ud 
prices lIle low in comparison with other competitive products, appreciable: 
quantities may be diverted to the soap ketde. (Commodity Yeu Book, 
19n). 
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Carcass Composition in Relation 
to Muket Weight 
Th~ rn05t expensive gains in finishing the hog for m:arkcl do not corn-
mand a premium on today'! mllrket. A reeding experiment conducted 1I.t 
Iowa State College points this out cie:uiy, Bruner (1952). 
n BOgs 12 H",. o Hili_ 
.. t 220 lbe:. 1.1 300 Ibil . at 400 lb .. 
.q .... l . .q .... ls equall 
3600 lbol. 31100 lb •• 31100 IbL 
" " " MII.t 2,128 2,1311 2,088 
,-", 
'" '" '" Feed Connmed 14,7911 U ,580 17,352 
In mother study (Ohio 51:U(, 1951) Bruner (1952) repon ed rh:u hogs 
slaughlcred at various weights ridded the following pcrccntllges of their 
live weight as lard : 100 pounds, 9.3 percent; 150 pounds, 11 .2 percent; 212 
pounds, 15 to 17 percent. More lard is produced as hogs an~ fN to heavier 
weights. Bruner :llso reported that the amount of feed needed per unit in-
creuc: in weight inCteues sharply after the hog reaches 22' pounds. 
During the paSt B years the average pet capita consumption of pork 
(excluding lard ) has been 67.5 pounds and for lard alone, 12.' pounds. Us· 
ing these figures as a basis, a 200 pound hog yields n (0 80 pounds of lean 
and 40 pounds of fat . This is equivalent to the average annual pork con· 
sumption and is nearly four times the annual lard consumption per capita. 
While the percentage differences in far trimmings of individual car· 
casses may be small , considering the number of hogs sJaughtcred and pro-
cessed daily in this COUntry, even a 1 percent variation in fat crimming CUt3 
would ac..:ount for a sizeable amount of lard. 
O bjectives of This Study 
The object ives of thi s study were: (a) To determine the existing reo 
lationships of certain carcass and live hog measurementS to the yields of 
specific CUtS; (b) to establish the utility of these measurements for estimat· 
ing cucass cut out value , and (c) (0 compare the quality of carcasses from 
hogs fed various levels of limited nrions to the quality of carcasses from 
hogs fed full ntions. 
PREVIOUS WORK 
Extensive invest!g2tional work has been done on the evaluation of live 
hogs and hog carcasses. T he major ponion of this work has been carried 
OUt in the United States, unada, England, and Denmark. T he objectives, 
in the main, can be classified :lS follows : 
1. To determine the relationship of live hog characteristics to specific: 
yields and carcass value. 
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2. To determine the relationship between the composition and nu· 
tritive v2lue of pork to slaughter weight Imd cut out value. 
3. To determine the relationship of efficiency of gain and growth duro 
ing specific periods to yields and sl:i.Ughter value. 
4. To determine the relationship of specific gravity measurement to 
the composition of the c:arcass. 
5. To determine the relationship of live hog and CilI'C1lSS mca5uremems 
to carcass yields, quality, and CUt out value. 
Bogan, Waver, and Comfort (1940, 1940,) srudied arass yields of 
fB Poland China hogs in relation to the scores and mcasuremems for various 
characteristics in the live animals. These workers found that both scores aod 
measurementS were of little value for predicting yields of h~m, loin, shoul· 
der, or belly. Ferrin (1939) reported that hogs weighing 225 pounds, mo· 
suring 46 to 48 inches in body length and 29 to 31 inches in CHeass length, 
produced. a higher proportion of desirable carcasses than hogs longer than 
48 inches in body or 31 inches in the carcass. Hctttr, t l aL, (1950) reporto:! 
the results of their work on 141 hogs fed in Record of Production trials at 
Beltsville, Md. Eight live hog measurements were studied. For barrows and 
gilts, depth of middle was the most important item in dctetmining the yield 
of the five primal cuts, whereas, width of ham WlIS most related to percent· 
age of lean in hams. They concluded that the prediCtive value of the mea· 
surements studied was not as high as might be desired, although certain 
body measurements offered. possibilities ofbcing a valuable tool in estimat· 
ing arcass yields from live animals. 
Hankins and Ellis (1945 ) determined the composition and nutritive: 
value of pork by chemical analyses. They stated (hat the il\'erage difference: 
between a 17.3 pound ham and a 13.9 pound ham in edible meat content 
was less than one percent. However, the lighter ham contained 59.3 percent 
of lean meat and the heavier one ".8 percent. The former h~d more protein 
per pound of total edible meat, whereas the latter was the fatter and had 
the higher caloric value. These same tWO investigators funher reported that 
regardless of the weight of hog, the weight increases of ham, shoulder, 
bacon, and backfat arc approxim:uely «Iual, with the loin increase being 
somewhat less. With increasi ng weight the bacon and the enti re dressed 
carcass increase at about the same rate in separable fat content. The shoul· 
der and ham differ little in this respect. The loin contains the grC'1test pro-
portion of lean meat while (he head contains the least. The ham, shoulder, 
arcass, and bacon arc intermediate. Bacon has the gre:Hest proportion of 
total edible meat while the ham and shoulder are next and differ little. 
Conversely, the backfat is ex tremel y high in ether extract content, 
while the loin and ham arc relatively low in this component. The shoulder 
contains about five percent more fin than the ham. With an incrcase in Jive: 
weight of the hog, the bacon incrca.scs the most rapidly in nt content. The 
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following (un are listed in decreasing order of th6r value fo r aloric con-
tent: Backfar, bleon, shoulder, ham, and loin. The loin and ham yielded 
the most protein and the backfat, the least. The foregoing stau:mc:ms by 
H ankins and Ellis (194~) apply lO 22~-pound hogs and uc considercxl 
typical of the avenge weight, composition, and nutritive value of the cuts 
from b:mows :md gihs marketed in the United Scaces. 
In Gerrard's Mral T«hn%gy, (1951) Hlmmond is reporwl as SIlting 
that the average thickness of the backfat in mill imeters x 0.691 + 22.45 
will give the percent of fa t in the edible portion of the hog carcass. 
Hankins ( 1940) studied the differences in carC2ss (hatanceistics in re-
luion to type in 217 hogs. These consisted of 78 large. 110 intermediate 
and 29 small type hogs. They were slaughtered at approximately the same 
weight, 22~ pounds. RefraCtive index values showed liule difference be-
tween types in firmness. Differences in dressing percentage between the 
three types were reb.tively large and highly significant. Striking diffrences 
were noted in body length, leg length, depth from bacHat to spinal column 
canal and total depth. In all instances, there was less difference becweOl. 
large and intermediate than between intermediate and small types. T he 
small rype had a consistently thicker covering of fat and much plumper 
ham. T he intermediate type, therefore, most nearly meets current require-
ments and probably embodies the greatest possibilities for modification to 
meet future changes in hog type. 
McMeekan (1939) found that external measurements ofthe carcass 
did not provide rel iable indications of quality of bacon hogs. He suggesto:l 
that concen tration on imernal measurements was desirable if further im-
provement in prediCtion was desired. He also found U\a[ the length of hind 
leg was highly correlated with total amount of bone in the carcass, but the 
combined weight of the cannon bones provided a better index of tOtal 
skeletal weight. Bone, muscle, and fat in the bacon hog carcass could be 
estimated with a high degree of accuracy from the weights of these tissues 
in either the loin or (he leg. The coral composition of these twO CUtS pro-
vided an even higher correlation chan either the loin or leg alone. 
Aunan and Winters' (1943) study of 30 hog carcasses indio.ted highly 
significant correlations between average backfat thickness and the follow-
mg: 
Dressing percemage. " r" = + 0.66; 
T0C2llean of the whole carcass. " r" =-0.63; 
Yield of the five primal cuts. "r" =-0.'8; 
Total fat content of whole carcass. "r" = + 0.79; 
Fat content of ham. "r" = + 0.66; 
Fat content of picnic. " r" = + 0.'3. 
They found no association between dressing percent and yield of the 
five primal CUts. However, the yield of the five primal curs was positively 
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correlated with the area of the loin eye, The yield of lean in the loin, and the 
area of the loin eye were correlared with the percentage of lean in orher 
primal cuts. They found no association between uniformity of backfat 
thickness and yield of the five primal cuts. 
Bennett and Coles (1946) found a negadve correlation between length 
of side and thickness of shoulder fat, while Crampton (1940) reponed no 
reladonsh;r' between the twO measurements. Both groups worked with the 
same brcc of hogs. 
Hankins, et ai., (1945) reponed an "r" of +0.84 between average back· 
fat thickness and fat content of edible meat in the pork carO,S5. They also 
stated that the single measurement of the backfat thickness at the laSt rib 
gave a high correlation with the fat content of edible meat in the carcass 
("r"=+0.77). 
According to Hammond and Murray's findings (1937), the live weight 
of rhe hog affeers dressing percent more than breed or type. They also stated 
mat the subcutaneous fat develops earliest at the shoulder, nexr over the 
rump, and last on the loin. The slackening of growth was great~st in the 
shoulders and least in the loin; with the rump being intermediate. They 
funh~r stared that the region of the laSt rib is the latest maturing pan of 
the body; therefore, the carcass should be cut at this point to obtain a pro-
per estimate of its developm~nt. 
Cummings and Winters (19~ 1) noted Callow and Kitchen of England 
had reported that as the growth rate of hogs increased, the average iodine 
number of the backfat decreased, indicating firmer fat. Faster gaining hogs 
build more of their fat from carbohydrates which produce a firm fat, where-
as, slow gaining hogs build more of theif fat from fats and oils which tend 
to produce a softer tat. 
Warner, et ai., (1934) introduced the term "Index of Fat." This index 
ranges in fat yields from 15 to 35 percent and includes carcasses ranging 
from very lean to very fat. The fat index is the total weighr of the bc!1y, leaf 
n t, skinned backfar, and trimmings which are expressed as a percent of cold 
c:mass weight. To show the relationship between the proposed index and 
relative fatness of hogs, the following classification was suggested: 
Very le2.n, 22 percent or less 
Lean, 22 percent to 26 percent 
Mod~r:uely fat, 26 ro 30 percent 
Fat, 30 to 34 percent 
Very fat, 34 percent or more 
Cummings and Winters (19~1) studied carcass slaughter data obtaintd 
from 741 hogs. They reported that the uT" factor-
T . ave rage bacldat th1Ckne~5 
lenph of carcus 
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showed high correlations with yield of the five primal cutS and the index of 
fat cuts. In thei( study, an increase of 1 inch in the average backfat thickness 
indiC1lted a decrease: of 5 percent in yield of the five primal cutS and an in-
creaseof7 percent in the index offat cuts. A decrease in the "T" factor 
indiC1lred an increase in the percent yield of the five primal cuts and a de-
crease in the fat cuts. Cummings and Winters (1951) suggested that the 
"T" facror, rather than backfat thickness alone, be used for prediCtive pur-
poses because carcass value is also influenced by irs length. They funher re-
poned that the length of carcass does not show a high degree of relation-
ship to the percent yields of the five primal CUtS or the fat cuts. Neverthe-
less, length is a valuable characteristic in the carcass, i. e., longer bacons and 
loins. Yields of the five primal CUtS and the fat CUtS were strongly correlated 
with carcass weight and live weight. The "5" factor -
"U" factor-
u . 
and loss in skinning hams showed relatively low relationships to carcass 
yields. T he beSt carcasses came consistently from hogs that made the fasteS[ 
gain from birth to slaughter time. Of the hogs studied, the Poland China's 
consistently produced less fat than either the D urocs or Chester Whites, 
regardless of the method of feeding. The yield of ham increased when Po-
land China lines were used in crosses. 
The5e investigators, Cummings and Winters (1951), also stated that 
the use of simple carClSS measurements to predict yields apparently has 
limitations. Modification in analysis of certain groups of different breeding 
may be re<juired. It is essential that exact and consistent cuttng procedures 
be used in all Clses. The mOSt reliable results should be obtained by work 
with hogs of similar weight and other likenesses. 
H iner and Hankins (1939) reported on the significlnce of variation in 
ham conformation. In their study of four ham muscles, they found that che5e 
muscles did nOt consistently change in weight with an increase in ham 
plumpness. They found a posidve correlarion berwec:n separable fat and ham 
plumpness, and a negative "r" between separable lean and ham plumpness. 
T he "r" between separable fat and separable lean was negative and very 
high. 
Willman and Krider (1943) reported little association between fatness 
and area of loin eye muscle, or the lean area in the butt end of the ham. 
Comrary to the report by Hiner and Hankins (1939) these workers reported 
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a coefficient of determination of B percent between ham lean area and h:un 
circumference. 
Wiley, It a1., ( 19~ 1) reported on the variations :among individu:al hogs 
wd their C2.l'C1IIsses in carass yield, degree of finish, :and conformarion. The 
rel:ationship of yields of pork CUts ohuined and the nlue of these cuts W:IS 
also studied. These workers stated that hackf.tt thickness tended 10 incre:ase 
with weight, hut that the :avcnge backf.tt thickness among hogs of the same 
weight, differed :IS much as twO inches, T he difference in the percentage of 
lean CUtS :among hogs of the same weight :amounted to 18 percent while the 
nnge in body and leg length was ten and eight inches respectively. 
Wiley further m.ted thlf:lS b:ackfat thickness :and weight increased, the 
percentage of lean cutS decreased. Considering weight and average bacHat 
thickness, the percen tage of lean cutS increased when either body or leg 
length increased. T hey also noted that :IS carcass weight increased. the aver-
age cut OUt value decreased due [0 the price discount on heavy cuts. Cuts 
from hogs thlf were tOO lean foc lOp quality wttC down-gnded due to a lack 
of firmness and other qualiry amibutes. Backfat thickness, when considered 
with weight, was fully as good a criterion for carcass value as the percent2ge 
ofleancuts. And it had the advantage of being much more easily deter-
mined. The optimum percent of lean for maximum CUt OUt value depends 
on the weight of the carcass and the relative price of lard. The average CUt 
out value of hogs, 180 to 220 pounds live weight, was higher than for any 
other weight group. 
McMeekan (1941) States that the loin is the mOSt valuable parr of tile 
C2.fC2.SS. It is the sh:ape rather than the cross-section area of the muscle which 
determines its suiubiliry for the high quality trade. Thus, the [Oral width 
of the eye muscle on both sides of the spinal column, plus its mean depth, 
gave a correlation of +0.9339 with tOtal lean. By taking the tOtal length 
of the carcus intO acCOUnt (from the llirch bone to the first rib) on the basis 
dat the tOW muscle development is rellfed to the linear as well a.s cross-
section surf.tce of the muscle, a simillf high " r" is obrllined. H owever, in 
animals showing more variation than those with which McMeekan worked 
the inclusion of carcass length may be desirable. An approximation of the 
surface area of the loin eye (mm'l) showed a fairly high association with 
the total weight of the loin muscle. 
McMeekan also reported an "r" of +0.8143 between rhe psoas major 
muscle weight and [oral carcass muscle (lean) weight. (Psoas major muscle 
is the small tenderloin muscle of the loin uising from the posterior end of 
the spine). The relarionshir is sufficiently high to merit consideration of 
this muscle as a mellsure 0 muscle development. 
His correlations between various measures of the bacHat thickness and 
cotal fat weight in the carcass were particularly strong and for the most pan 
closely approached unity. Fat at the shoulders gave the weakest, while f.tt 
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u the rump g-ave the strongest, coefficient of the single m~urements. The 
lam:r is exceeded by t he mean backfat thickness (mean of five measure-
ments) with an "r" equal co +0.9550. McMeekan contends thac chese re-
lationships will, because of their biological basis, apply in pri ndple to all 
hogs of the same body weight (200 bs.) whatever their origin, breed or type. 
These relationships are consistent with uspect to growth. Since fat is 
associated with the la[(~ developing adipose tissue it is best correlated wirn 
m~urements taken on the later developing regions. This explains why a 
highcr coc:fficient was found with the fat measurement over the loin and 
the toul C2IClSS fat than with the fat measurement over the shoulder and 
the tOta.! C2IClSS fat. 
Hazel, et al., (19~2) have reported the "probing" method of measuring 
backfat thickness on live hogs. The correlation between the average of the 
four backf:lt measurements aken on che carcass and on the live hog was 
+ 0.81. The live hog measurements in this study are reported as appearing 
to be more accurate indiO-tors of leanness and carcass value than the aver-
age of the C2ICasS backfat measurements. 
Aunan and Winters (19~ 2) reponed in their study che relationship 
between fat and lean of the pork carcass when compared with the quantity 
of lit and lean in core samples taken at various locations. An "r" of +0.79 
was found between the lean content of the carcass and the lean content of 
the core taken approxi mately midway between the fifth and sixth ribs. The 
correlation between the five primal CUtS and the lean of rhe same core was 
+ 0.61. The fat content of the carcass was most highly correlated with the 
fat content of the core taken between the 11th and the 12th ribs (ur" 
+ 0.)4.) The fat in the co("c from the fifth and sixth ribs w2S correlated with 
tOW fat and gave an "r" of +0.~2. 
Whiteman, et al. , (19~3) reported that through specific gravity mea-
surementS, very high correlations were obtained between the specific gravity 
of the ham and specific gravity of the half carc-ass ("r"= +0.949), and be-
tween the percent lean CUtS and specific gravity measure (" r" = +0.86). 
They aI.so showed similar "r's" for planimeter rC2dings of the loin arC2 and 
totlilean ("r"= + 0.68) and length times widch of loin area and tOtal lean 
("r'= + 0.60). 
Kr::aybill, tt ai., (19~2) derermined through specific gravity measure-
menu the fat content of cattle. They reported an inverse relationship be-
tween body fat and specific gravity ("r" =0.9~6). 
The same workers (19~ 1) earlier determined the fat content of cattle 
through the use of antipyrine, specific gravity, ether extract, and separable 
far methods. All four methods were in dose agreement. 
Hankins, tt aI., (19H) reported on the yields of seven dilferent strains 
of hogs. A total of 447 hogs were fed to 210 to 213 pounds 2nd shughtcred. 
Of special interest is the faCt that the fattest anima.!s did not dress the high-
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esc. Landrace-ChestcrWhires, which were next to the thinnest as measured 
by backfat (39.7 mm.) measurements, produced carcasses with an average 
dressing percem of 80.93 while the Landrace-Large Black, the fattest (back-
fat 43.6 mm.) dressed 80.05 percent. These investigators stated that the 
greater development of muscle and bone in higher yielding strains account-
ed for the difference. 
The following equation is proposed by these workers for es timating 
dressing percentage: 
Dressing percentage=33.16 + 0.786 x percent preferred cutS + 0.606 
X percent fat CUtS 
This suggestS that the yields of preferred CUtS mlde a greatcr contdbuTion 
to dressing percent than the yield o f fat curs. 
U.5.D.A. workers in 19362 reported C:UC1SS Hudies involving 40 und-
race hogs and 36 hogs of Duroc and Poland China breeding. They observed 
that the chi!led Lanarace carcasses produced higher perCentages of ham, 
loin, and bacon, and lower percentages of picnic, shoulder, and head thm 
the carcasses of the other twO breeds. The higher yield of bacon, which ac-
companied the higher yields of loin and ham in the case of the Landuce, 
is ofspccial interest since ordinarily the yield of bacon is reduced with an 
increase in yield o f ham and loin. T hus, the Landrace hogs had a higher 
yield of all the valued CUts. 
These U.S.D.A. workers reporced that the Landrace produced a slightly 
lower proporcion of chilled carcass than either the Durocs or the Poland 
Chinas. They further stated in 1938 that the Landrace bacon contained 26.7 
percent of lean; the Polmd China, 24 percent; and the Durocs, 21.3 percent 
These results arc significant when it is considered that in the thickness of 
backht and the percent of fat, the Landraces were intermediate, the D urocs 
highest, and the Poland Chinas, lowest. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
A total of207 hogs from the University farms were slaughtered dur-
ing ehe fall and spring of 1952 and 1953. These consisted of122 Landrace· 
Poland crossbreds, 76 Hampshires and 9 Durocs. The hogs were slaughtered 
wd their carcasses processed in the University laborarories. 
Live hog probe and detailed carcass measurements were taken. Each 
carcass was rated according to U.S. D.A. grades and on a quality basis. After 
derailed cut out tests were made, the hams, loins, bellies, and shoulders v.'erc 
scored individually for quality and meatiness.' 
The relationship of various measurementS to specific yields were detC!-
mined, as well as existing inter.relationships between yields and measure-
mentS. 
'Report of the Chid of Ihe Bureau of Animal Industry, U. S. D. A., Bureau of Ani· 
m.l induscry, Washington, D. C, 1936, p. 8, 1937, p. 9, 1938, pp. 11·12. 
'See appendix for further discussion. 
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Slaughter Procedure 
Hogs attaining weights of20~ to 2U pounds were weighed, fasted 
twenry-four hours, then reweighed and immediately slaughtered. All hogs 
were dressed packer Style, head off, leaf fat attached but hams unfaced. 
Carcasses were individually weighed within twO hours after sticking 
and after chilling 24 hours at 32 to 35 0 F. Cooler shrink is the difference 
berwttn these twO weights. Digestive tract weights wete taken immediately 
following eviscerating and again after removal of the digestive tract con-
tents (fill) to determine the adjusted live weight. The adjusted live weight 
and the chilled carcass weight served as the basis for determination of the 
wholesale CUt and carcass yields. 
Method of Processing 
Aner chilling 48 hours the carcasses were graded by members of the 
meat section. Immediately following the grading, all carcasses were pro-
cessed by a srandardi.:ed procedure. One individual broke down the carcasses 
into wholesale cuts and trimmed each CUt as oudined in the Proceedings 
of the 19'2 Reciprocal Meat Conference. A co-worker took rhe necessary 
measu~entS an weights while another co-worker separated the fat from 
the lean in the crimmings. 
Measuremenu Recorded 
Live hog backfat probe measurements were taken on 116 of the hogs 
the day before slaughtering. Measurements on chilled (24 hours, 32_35 ° F) 
carcasses w~ taken on the rail in the cooler. Measurements also were raken 
as the carcasses were processed. Included were measurements of the cross-
section of the loin eye and ham lean area, as well as belly thickness. 
The system for recording measurements is given in Figure 3 and the 
derailed methodology for each measurement is given in Appendix A. 
Recording of Data 
The initial form for recording the grade and score of the carcasses is 
given in Figure 2 and discus~ in Appendix C. The procedure used to score 
each primal CUt is also described in Appendix C. Detailed carcass dara was 
recorded as illustrated in Figure 3. 
CutS and trimmings were grouped as shown in Figure 3. The four lean 
CUtS and the lean trimmings, which were con~idered as total lean, make up 
the fitst group. The belly, a high value cut, was considered intermediate in 
fatness. Fat CUtS and fat trimmings make up the third group. The fourth 
group consists of the jowl and miscellaneous cutS from the skeletal portions 
of the carcass and is rderred to as {be residual' in {his study. 
'Residual is the combined yield of the fecI, lail, kidneys, spare ribs, ncck bonn and 
jowb. 
" 
HAM 
2 LO I N 
3 BOSTON B U TT 
4 PICNIC 
5 SPARE RIBS 
• NECK BONE 
7 BACON 51 DE 
8 BACON SQUARE 
9 PIGS rEET 
TR IM MINGS 
10 BACK FAT 
" 
CLEAR P LATE 
FAT TRIMMINGS 
LEAF fAT 
Figure i-Method of cutting. 
u.S:b.A. 
.... -, -.~ Ho( No. O~ .. Grade Remark. 
B139 C_' • Very !lrm 
S .. C _ • , LaCH [lrmne .. 
." M • F"m 
.. " M 
, 5llgl'lllJ off eolor In 
lean - (dart) 
S 25 C _ 1 I Firm - prOper color 
B 20 M 3 Off color and aoft (oUy) 
Bue Q\iilitj eridi .. lndkated &110'11': 
Grade I. Approxlaately perleet, no "ppreclable fawtl. In IIrmnen or color. 
erade 2. Appreciably deficient In IIrmnelS or color. or slightly In both.. 
erade 3. Appreciably deflelent In flrmneu and COlor. 
erade 4. Ve..,. mukedly def\eient in Ilrmneaa Or color. Or markedly del\elent In 
""". Figure 2-Carc:u$ grading ClIrd. 
All MeU\lt'emenU in MUilmeteri 
NO. sex 
oat.,. _ Slaughtered 
"'" Welj:ht. ShrUrik 
Breed1n&: Grade Aa:~ .'::::::==: We\ihed .. n~ Meu\lt'ed Cut_ 
EmptJ Fill DIa:. Traclt - Fun 
Adj. Live wt. 
Hot CUe .... L. C~oo;.;"~""~~""~.~== 
ChILled Careue!: Yield 
...... 
B.F. Tlikklieu • L. Lumbir 
Probe. : Ham Hip 
Length of Carca .. 
Bam - Lenrth 
m;; - Depth Moacli 
-- F" 
Carcau Depth 
Shoulder Wldtb • Leu 
Loin M\llJele - o.pth 
Belly 'Thlckn .. e 
Un. L. Eq. 
.," 
SL Bam a-
Picnic -, 
B. Butt 
--' 
Leaf Fat 
Kldraey ) 
Cutting Shrink 
TOTAl. 
) 
) 
Liver Heart 
L. 'IfIOrack 
Shoulder 
Le~ of U!I" 
elrewnference 
Width of WUKie 
F. thoracic 
M. 
Iridn 
SCore 
Av. 
tan: ... 'OI'ldth - Left Rlj:ht Total 
Rlght Total~~~~~~"~O~'~'~~~;~~~ Width Pan. Ri.d1f4 SCore Score 
x: L. Eq. 
we 
C",," 
" L.W. 
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DESCRIPTION OF HOGS 
In the tOtal of 207 hogs used in these studies, 67 were slaughtered b.ee 
in the fill! of1953 and 140 early in the spring of 19H. 
The fall slaughtered hogs which were full fed on pasture consisted of 
,8 undrace-Poland crosses and 9 DurO'S. 
The 140 hogs sb.ughtered in the spring consisted of 64 Landrace-Po-
land crosses md 76 Hampshires. The Landrace-Poland crosses and 12 of 
the Hampshires were full fed, the remaining 64 Ha-:npshires were fed vari-
ous limited levels of a full feed . The grades and quality scores placed on the 
Hampshire CIrcuses and the number of hogs on different limited levels of 
fco:iing arc given in Table 1. 
Feeding Effects o n Grade and Quality 
A tOtal of76 Hampshire hogs were divided inro seven groups of ap-
proximately equal numbers. Twelve were fed lid lib to slaughter weight, 
}I were fed lid lib to sp«"ific weights and then limited fed. and H were 
limited fed on different levels from weaning to slaughter weigh[. In Table 
1 are listed the grade and quality scores attained by these Hampshire hogs. 
There was a definite tendency for the number of hogs in the Medium grade 
to increase as the level of feeding was decreased. Furthermore. as the feed 
intake was restricted, a greater percencage of the hogs exhibited less desir-
able quality. The d:lta show th:H quality is lowered somewhat in the mOSt 
restricted groups. However, full feeding to 160 pounds. then restricting to 
n percellt offull feed to approximately 21' pounds may have some ad-
vantages. Sec Table 1, second column. 
This test run indiaucs that high quality hogs with a minimum of finish 
possibly can be produced by remicted fced ing. Investigations with larger 
numbers arc nceded to verify thesc results. . 
Grade and Quality of Carcasses 
Compared by Breed 
A comparison of thc different breeds on the basis of grade and quality 
scores is given in Tablc 2. The percent of Hampshircs md Landrace-Poland 
crossbreds in the Medium grade is similar. T he percent of Hampshires in 
the Oloicc No.1 grade is 8.' percent greater than for thc Landrace-Poland 
crosscs. Approximately 88 percent of the Hampshires were fed Ii mited 
rations, whereas all the Landrace-Poland's received full rations. It should 
be noted, however, that a greater percentage of the Medium and Choice No. 
1 Hampshires had lower quality scores. T hese lower quality scores strongly 
suggest thac even though a Large percemage of the Hampshires attained 
IDennish (backf.u thickness) and conformation needed for the respctti'"e 
grades, they did not have the inherem generic opacity to attain the desired 
qu.aliry on restricted levels of feeding. Compare Table 1, 2, md 3. 
;; 
TABLE 1 __ GRADE AND QUALITY VARIATION OF HAMPSHIRE HOGS OF VARIOUS LEVELS OF FEEDING TO 
:<: 
~ 
0 
C 
" " •• 
Foil Full Fw' e 
Full 160 Ibs. 130 1b~. 80 lb8. ..  ..., ...... Rat loll > 
RatiOIl thell .M. 
."'. From From From 
0 
• 
-0 
Leul Fed Sl.&ughter Sl.&ughter Slaughter SlaUfhter SIa",hter SlaUf(hter SlaUfhter C 
QuaIR.,. " .. 
Score C 
10.0 1e.7 33.3 18.1 .... 54.6 • > 
• 100.0 33.3 " , 50.0 100.0 50.0 33.3 ".1 
'" , 50.0 50.0 33.3 33,3 
" •• 
Choice 1 63.3 90.0 63.3 55.5 n.7 45.4 45.4 • 
-I 00.' 100.0 ... , 100.0 87.5 80.0 100.0 • , 10.0 10.0 n.s 20.0 • , ~ 
Choice 2 16.1 t U .. , ~ > 
I 100.0 100.0 100.0 g 2 , 
• Z 
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TABLE 2 .- COMPARISON OF CARCASSES BY GRADE, QUAUTY SCORES AND 
, 74.0 
" , 22.2 , 
• .. , 
, 
Choice 1 63.9 
" , 96.1 
" , ••• 
, 
, 
Choiee 2 12.3 
" , 10(l.0 
" , , 
Ch(l!ce 3 1.7 2 
, 100.0 2 , 
, 
-, m 
2g.5 
~2.5 
17.7 
72 .... 
87.3 
12.7 
5.' 
100.0 
, 
• 
• 
55 
.. 
, 
• 
• 
22.2 
10(l.0 
7'f .8 
100.0 
, 
, 
, 
, 
All carC':1sses, reg:udless of breed, scored high in quality ~fter ~tt1ining 
the finish required of the Choice No.2 grade. While finish is the princip:u 
faceor influencing grade, many factors influence the <juality of pork includ-
ing breed, environment, r~dons and level of feding. Since the Durocs wert 
full fed. none were in the Medium grade. 
The average score of the four vauable cutS (trimmed ham, loin, full 
shoulder, and belly) for quality and meatiness is given in T~ble 3. Explana. 
tion of these scores will be found in Appendix C. It should be noted chat 
the cuts fcom the fall slaughter scored higher than the spring sbughter. This 
difference is due to the faCt that white a large portion of the spring hogs 
had meaty cuts these CUts lacked quality (firmness, marbling, color) , partly 
a resul t of the limited feeding. 
Tables 4 and 4a summ:arize impon:anc dac:a from this study. It will be 
noted thac the shrinkage during the 24-hour fasting period decreased as the 
hogs inClOsed in finish. The l:arger weight loss by the thinner hogs during 
the f:aSting period cannot be completely ;lccounted for by loss in intestin:u 
fill during this period. Note that there is no consistent trend between grade 
fatness and intestinal fill. This suggests that possibly body tissue is used by 
the thinner hog during the fasting period. Further study is needed to deter-
mine if this is the case. 
Ie is evident th~t the percentage of lean, fat, and residual all contribute 
to dressing percent:age in these hogs. ~ 
'CffiOJ1, Table 18. 
TABLE 4 -- SUMMARY OF 
NIIlIlber 
Inillal .. elgM, lllll. 
24 hn. Ihrlnk, lb!!. 
IntestlnallUl, 1"-. 
Cooler Ihrlnli:, % 
Culling Ihr lnlc , lbl. 
Four !ellR c~", % 
Five pr lml.l eule, % 
DATA BY SEASON, BREED, AND ORADE 
i5 
:;:: 
-~ § 
1; 
" 8 
~ 
" > r 
'" X ~ 
" -< 
• Z 
" ~ 
" o 
z 
. 
TABLE 4A __ SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT CARCASS OJ. TA BY SEASON, BREED, AND GRADE 
Sprtns S~a",-hte r 
~ 
> ~ 
X 
'" C ~ 
Z 
~ 
~ 
A 
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ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed on the basis of two hyporheses; (a) that some 
measurement or combination of measurementS has a functional relationship 
to specific carc:.l.SS yield values; and (b) that some such measurement c:an 
be used to develop practical estimating ~uations. 
For this study, measurements and percentage components of the carcass 
have been used in simple, multiple, and partial correlations to determine 
the relationships and (unctions reported. 
Each carcass was graded :md given a quality score by a committtt. The 
four valuable CUtS (hams, loins, shoulders, and bellies) from each CatCaSS 
were also scored on the basis of quality and meatinm. Note Table 3. 
Criteria of Live Hog Value 
Several combinations of CUtS have merit as possible criteria for estimat-
ing live hog value: The highly valued four lean curs (hams, loins, bum, 
and picnics); total lean, (which indudes the forementioned CUtS plus the 
lean trimming); and also the five primal cutS which includes the fOUI lean 
cuts plus the belly. This latter combination of CUtS comprises approximately 
'0 percent of the live weight and 6, to 70 percent of the live value. There 
was no intention to disregard the fat trimmings and residual, which make up 
20 to 39 percent of the live weight, if they could be used in estimating live 
hog value. 
The combinations of cuts mentioned, as well as others, were analyzed 
for their interassociation and for their relationship to measurements. 
Lean Cuts 
The relationship of each of the three lean CUtS (ham, loin, and shoul-
der) to their total weight and their interassociarion is given in Table,. 
TABLE 5 __ CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE LEAN CUTSl, HAMS2, LOINBa, 
AND SHOULDERS~ 
Number of Ca.reauea __ 108 
r23 ~ +_512'-
rU ~ +_275" 
As expected, in automatic correlarions8 the "r's" are high. Between the 
loin-shoulder the interassodation was found to be greatest, followed by the 
ham-loin and ham-shoulder. T he scatter diagram, Figure 4, shows the as--
sodation between the loin and the yield of lean cuts. 
Each of the thrtt live hog backfat probe measurementS gives a mea· 
sure of the four lean cutS as indicated by the strong negative relationships 
shown in Table 6 (zero order coefficients). Contrary to results reported by 
the Iowa workers (19'2), the probe measurement over the shoulders show-
' Condarions of ~ pan to a whole. 
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Figure 4-Rebtionship of the perCent of loin to the percenc of four lean 
ruu. 
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Figure 5_ Reluionship of the trimming fat from the skinned hams to the 
percent of four I n n cutS. 
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30 " 40 45 PROBS MEASUREMENTS IN MILLIKBTBRS 
Figu~ 7-Rc:i:l.tionship of tbe: live hog hip probe measurement to £he: ~r. 
cent olche: four iellD CUts. 
TABLE 6 _. CORRELA'I10N AND REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS OF TilE THREE LIVE HOG BACKFAT PROBE 
MEASUREMENTS (SHOULDER, 1llP, AND HAM) TO THE FOUR LEAN CUTS (HAMS, LOiNS, BUTTS AND 
PICNICS) 
u .. bir 01 CareatHe •• l Ull 
I Pi1't1il stailaard 
"yr .... ulU"" ,,!!!""'''m~ =ror Bur.llmp, CoellicMmtt Er[or 01 
UncOl'[ecled COl'rtc lad 01 -R" CCmlll2nl 1:>12.'4 1:>".24 bl4.n Estimate 
RI ,234 ,451 .424" ... 0804 44.37 .. 0.028 .0. 173 .o,oeo 1.76 
Rl ,n .434 .416" +.07113 43.79 .. 0.025 .1l.208 2.15 
... A. OU .330" +.0870 42.40 . 0.023 . 0.127 2.04 
,427" +.0783 44.B2 .0.150 .0.057 1.110 
meaeurem"nl 
mell.tlU'e menl 
• Probability of chance oecurrllnce < ,Of> 
•• Probablllty of chanea occurrence < .01 
[12.S4 
[13.34· 
[14,23 . _.132 
'" ~ 
• > 
~ 
X 
'" ~ 
• ~ 
~ 
~ 
N 
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cd the least relat ionship, the probe measurement over che loin showed the 
greatest relationship, and the probe measurement midway between the loin 
and the rail head W1S intermediate in its relationship (0 the four lean CUts. 
These correlations possibly arc smaller than might be expccccd due co im-
provement in techniques as the work progressed. Although all probe mea-
surements taken were used in the calculations, the improvement in tcch· 
niques may be justification for not lnllyzing all of the probes recorded. 
These results ~lTe compatable with Ha mmond's (1937) findings re-
garding fat deposition development in swine; i.e., fa t over the shoulders 
is deposited first, fat over the loin laSt, with the rump being intermediate. 
The interrelationship between probe measurements is given in Table 6. 
Each of the three probes was used also as an independent variable in a 
multiple correlation to determine its overall reluionship to the percent live 
weight of the fou r lean CUts. The coefficient of multiple correlation was.45 
( R, .u . ). This is highly significant. The regreSSion C<juation calculated is: 
Yield offour lean cuts=44.2 7 + 0.0284 x. shoulder probe (mm.) _ 
0.1726 x hip ptobe (mm.) - 0.060 x. ham probe (mm.) , Sy= 1.76. 
T he pll'tial regression coefficient of the hip probe (b ,l . .. )., 0.173, 
shows the greatest asso<iation with the four lean cuts. The multiple corte· 
Iadons R, .n, R,.:., and R'.H also was given in Table 6. The standard 
error ofestirnate (Sy's) is larger and the " R" is smaller in each of these 
multiple correlations than in the multiple correlation using all three probe 
measurements as independent variables. 
In no case were the three probes as highly related to the lean cutS as 
reported by Hazel (1952). This discrepancy may be partially accounted for 
by the caking of the measurement at different locations, andlor variation in 
the populations samplcd. 
When the average of the three live hog probes was correlated with the 
percent yield of the four lean cuts, the correlation was found to be -.364. 
The correlations between the four lean CUtS and various measuremenls 
and yields are listed in Table 7. Scatter diagrams illustrating some of these 
relationships are shown in Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7. 
TABLE 7 __ CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE FOUR LEAN CUTS AND VARIOUS 
MEASUREMENTS INCLUDING YIELDS 
Variable s 
Average of t be three live hog baelda.t probe 
mea.sl1l"ements 
Cr ou-seetlon a.rea. of the loin eye (mm.) 
Per<:ent 0( loin, live weight 
Pereent of ham, live weight 
Per<:ent of shoulder, live weight 
Shoulder bae ldat probe (mm.) 
Hlp baeldat probe (mm. ) 
Ha.m backfat probe (mm.) 
,,'~.o,~ fat from sk inned haml (lba.) 
Correlation 
Coefflelflnt 
_. 364" 
+.574" 
+.740** 
+.730" 
+.700" 
_.210" 
~~------" 
N~mber of 
Samples 
n' 
'''' 
'"' 
'"' 
'"' .
". 
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T or:lI Lean 
The percentJield ( live weight basis) of the IOt:al le:an (hams, loins, 
picnks, bum,:an Ie:an trimmings) w:as found to be positively :associ:atttl 
with the cross section are:a of the loin eye and 10 a lesser extent to the CtOSS 
section area of the h:a m Ie:an (butt end). The coefficient of multiple de-
termination w:as 40.96. When length of c:arcan was included as the Ihird 
independent v:ari:able the coefficient of multiple determination incre,sttl 
to 42.64, indic:ating rhallenglh of Catc:ass had some rel:ationsh ip to the 
yield of Ie:an. Of the variance left unaccounted for by the loin eye cross 
section measurement and h:am lean cross-section measurement, 2.8 percent 
W1.S caused by the v:ariable, c:arcass length. In T:able S arc listed the simple, 
p:m i:aJ, and multiple correlation coefficients,:as weU:as the regression «jua-
tions of interest in this rel:arionship. 
The intercorrel:adons indicated th:at h:am-le:an cross section-:area in-
cJe:ased with :an increase in loin eye cross-section :area, while both v:ari:ables 
rlec~:as carcass length increased. H owever, the loin eye cross-section 
:uc:a w:as influenced to :a gre:ater extent thlln the hll rn le:an crass-section ate:a 
per unit change in cu c:ass length. T hese results can be rationalized :as fol-
lows: With :any given amount of muscle, :an incre:ase in length is at the 
expense of the cross section area or, conversely, an increase in cross section 
:area is:at the expense of lengt h. If the C[OSS section area is hcld constant 
and length increased, the :amount must be necessity incre:ase. 
In the liter:ature, Cummings and Winters (1951), reference is made to 
the ham index (h:am circumference x 100 + h:am length). Its relationship 
to the yield of le:an, while positive, is very low. When the ham index w:as 
used in lieu of the ham lean area in multiple correlations previously diSCUS$-
ed, the coefficient of multiple determination decreasedl3.S7 points (com. 
pare T:ables S and 9). 
Cross seCtion :are:a of the loin eye and the tenderloi n was positively 
correlatttl with the yield of lean, r = + .60 and + .19, respectively. See Table 
10. The relationship between the tenderloin cross section area and the yieki 
of lean is possibly much greater than is indicated since the cross section :aro. 
measurement oh he tenderloin is difficult (0 make. McMeebn ( l9-il) re-
ported a highly significant correl:ation berw~ the weight of the ICnderloin 
and the IOtallcan. In this study, the tenderloin was not removed. 
No strong relationship was found betwcen carc:ass length and the yield 
of lean. There is some evidence that the effect of length on rhe yield of lean 
varies :among breeds. T he calculated "r's"are:as follows: Landrace-Poland 
crosses, ·.20, N = 122; Hampshires, +.12, N =76; and Durocs, + .36, 
N =9. W hen these hogs were considered as a composite group the "r" 
was -.IS due to the influence of the larger number of the Landrace-Pol:and's. 
The negative " r's" are contney to current consensus of opinion. Since the 
zero order correlations are in fl uenced by numerous factors, these "r's" arc 
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TABLE 1(1 -- CORRELATIONS OF YIELD OF LEAN1 TO OTHER 
MEASUREMENTS, rnCLU DING YIELDS 
29 
Varlabl&& 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
Number of 
Sa.mpies 
Dreulng Pe~ent 
Loin Eye CrOHS_S"dlon Area (IIlm.) 
Tenderloin,Cro .. -SedlOn Area (IIlm.) 
HamInder-
Ca.rcus LeD(th 
Re81dual3 
Total Fat 
Cooler 
... 36· · 
... 6C1· , 
•• 19 
• • 13 
-.18 
.. .47" 
_ .62 ' · 
_.17 
.... 
... 28** 
'" 
'" 
'" , ..
'" 
'" 
'" 
'" , ..
", 
lIu weight 01 the fee t, boU, • spare ribs, neck bones and jowL 
• Probability of chance occllI"renCe < .05 
•• Probabllltv of chance ocCllI"rence < .01 
not appliable to broad generalizations. A correlation for the same twO vari· 
ables was calculated on 358 hogs slaughtered in earlier studies. The result· 
ant "r" was +.13, Several other correlations with total lean as the dependent 
variable are reported in Table 10. 
Five Primal Curs 
T he relationship of each of the three live hog back&t probe measure-
mentS to the five primal cutS also was determined. See Table 11. All corre-
lations show a negative association. Ranked in order of magnitude they are: 
H ip probe, ·32; ham probe, ·.23; and shoulder probe, ,.15. The average 
of these same probes on 116 animals gave a higher "r" of -.35, See Table 
12. When each of the three probes was used as an independent variable, the 
multiple correlations (R1.u,) was 0.33. The relationship betWeen the five 
primal CUtS and the three live hog backfat probes is nOt as strong as might 
be expected, This also may be due in part to an inidal lack of probing skill 
and to the ditference between animals. 
Sample and population heterogeneity markedly influences the magni. 
tude of correlations. Thus, when the average of the three probe measure-
mentS was correlated wi th the five primal cuts the resultant "r" was ·.35, 
but when this same avenge W2S divided by the carcass length and correlated 
with the five primal cuts the "r" increased to-.51. This means 13.76 percent 
more, or twice as much, of the variation in the five primal CUts W2S account· 
ed for by considering carcass length with the live hog probes than with the 
probes alone. This Strongly suggestS that methods of analyses of data should 
be adapted to the population studied. T 
'el antt McMeehn's work and Cummins's work 
TABL E 11 __ CORR 
MEASUREM£t. 
RI.tH 
RI .U 
R1.24 
R1.34 
.333 
.3211 
.23' 
.328 
Zero Order 
.2"" 
.SOl " 
.tt8 
.2119" 
COilflelente Interrelitfu".hlpR 
r12 • _.147 . 13 • +.Bosu 
rIS - _.323 " r24 • +.414" 
.,4 • - .231' .34 • +.51n" 
Error 
of "R" Cooillant 
+.0I!I1n 52.'1 
+.0881 52. '70 
+.0t38 51.87 
+.088U 53.1' 
Partlil 
Rur.ulan Coeffkillnll 
bl2.34 bt3.24 bt4.U 
+0.023 -0.138 -0.028 
+0.022 -0.152 
_0.017 
-0.O'f' 
- 0.11'7 -0.024 
Slilldllid 
Error of 
Estimate 
1.'75 
L" I." 
1.78 
\S 
i<: 
-~ 
• 
-
> 
o 
" g ~ 
" 
'" ~ 
-, 
• Z 
.. 
~ 
~ 
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TABLE 11 ~-
+ Care .... length 
TABLe 13 _ ~ co .. n , "! 
·probi611itj' 01 dlinee ocev.rrenee < .05 
•• Probablllty of chance occv.rrenee < .01 
_.21·· 
_.IS 
_.32" 
_.13· 
II 
CUTS AND OTHER 
'" 
'" 
'" ". 
Th~ interassociacion between the hllms, loins, should~rs , and beJli~ 
and their individual associlltion to thc primal CutS lire given in Table 13. 
They are rank~d in order of th~ir association to the priml.l cuts: Loin r = 
+ .69; shoulder r= + .,<i; ham r= + .37; lind belly r= + .03. The cotrelalions 
ue somewhat low~r than those with th~ four l~n CUts. This is due to the 
indusion ofrhe belly which is considered to be an intermediate cut with 
regud ro I~n-nt ratio. 
The trimming nt from skinned hams showed a significant relationship 
to the five primal CUtS, r = ·.3'. This correlation can be expeCt~d to vary, 
depending on the consistency in trimming. 
The area (mm.') of the loin eye and tend~r1oin incre-ased as the percent 
of five priml.l cuts increased. The correlations wer~ +.38 and + .18, re-
spenively. 
Additionl.l informuion on the relationships existing betwccn the five 
primal CUts lind vuious oth~r mClSUrem~nts is given in Tlible 12 and Fig· 
ures8,9, Wand 11. 
T ou l Fat 
Th~ interrel:l.tionship betwccn th~ fat components (backfar, bf fat and 
trimming nt) 2nd chot relationship ro rh~ rot:i.l yield of nt wer~ considered. 
When ~ch compon~1l( wu consid~r~d , rh~ trimming far (hr other than 
I~f nt and backfar) Kcount~d for 72.'6, rhe Inclcfar accounr~d for 67.24 
and the l~f nr accoum~d for 16.00 p~rccnt of the vuillcion in the yield of 
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Figure 8_ Rela tionship of the percent of loin to the per«m of fi"c pdmal cutS. 
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Figure 9_ Relatioll5bip of tbe live bog hip prolx me:Uurcment to the pet-
cent of Dve primal cuu. 
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Figure: IO-Relationship of the: trimming fat from (he skinned hams to per-
cent of live: primal cuts. 
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Figure 11-Relationsh ip of the avenge of the: three live: hog Inckfar probe 
meuuremcnts to tbe pc.rcent ol live primal CUts, 
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TABLE a __ CORRELATIONS BETW£EN 
!tve ho .. probes 
T hlcknen of backh,1 1.1 lUI Ibor:u:1c ve rtebra 
Anr ... e !tve bog probes + carcus length 
Trimming fat from aklnnd haml (lbs.) 
Dr.1R1ng percent:qe 
Cooler IhrlnkllCe 
Anr .... carcul backfl.l Ihlckftllu (mm.) 
Ham fl.l thieknelS (careltl) (mm, ) 
Live hoC Mm probe 
~:::::: hip probe L ,houlder 
+ ,263" 
_ .227" 
.,610" 
+.4e3·· 
FAT AND 
u. 
ZO, 
U. 
'" '''' 
'" 
'''' 
'''' 
'''' 
'" 
'" 
eot2,1 fu. Coefficients of partial coneheion for these alcul:uions are reporto:! 
in Appendix E. 
When the average of either the carcass backf.n measurements or tbe 
live hog back fat probe measurements was correhted with the total yield of 
fn they gave the highest correlations obtained from any single variable re-
hred to f:l.t. The average carcass backfat thickness correlated with the toeal 
yield of fat gave the r= + .67, wherells the "r" with the average of the three 
live hog bacHat probe measurements was +.61. See Table 15. 
The trimming fat from the skinned ham was highly associated with the 
yield of fat, r= + .73. A strong relationship would be expected between 
these two variables, As hogs deposited fat, the plumpness of the ham 
cushion increased gready. This is in agreement with results reporred by 
Hankins (1940). The relationship can be expected to vary with uniformity 
of trimming, 
The interrelationship of ellch of rhe rhree live hog bacHar probe mea.· 
surements and their reluionship to the yield of fin are reported in Table D, 
When the three live hog probe measure menu were used as independent 
variables to determine their overall relationship to the yield of fat , the co-
efficient of multiple correlation (R,.n.) was 0.622. The partial regression 
coefficient of the ham probe (b ... u ) was [he highest, 0.2045, compared 
ro 0.0882 for the hip probe (b 13•u ) and 0.0195 for the shoulder probe 
(b u .u ). The ham probe was the most highly associated with the yield of 
fu, followed by the hip and, the shoulder probe. This observation is further 
substantiated when R" .. =.613 is compared to R,.u =,497 in Table 15. 
10 yield offat, R',2u accounts fo r 38 percent of variance, whereas R,.u 
accounts for 37 pereent and R I •n accounts for 25 percent. 
Regression equations alcula(ed from the above relationships also:ue 
given in Table 15. 
TABLE 15 •• CORRELATION 
.497 
,.02 
. eu 
Zero Order 
coefl[c~enf. tnterrelitJollflilps 
r12 ••• 3114'· ra3 • •. 05 
r 13 ••. (110·· r 24 ••• 41" .0 
r 14 ••• 587·· r3" ••• 59'l" 
CooBlant 
7.268 
8.861 
7.879 
7.504 
.. 
THE THREE LIVE HOG BACKFAT PROBES 
.. _._--_.-
ErrOr of 
b12.3( b13.2( bt( .23 Esllmate 
.. 0.01115 .0.088 .0.205 2.00 
.. 0.0354 .0.205 2.60 
. 0.048 +0.237 2.12 
+0.104 .0.20'1 2.38 
'" ~ 
" > 
• ~ 
• 
'" C e 
e 
:! 
Z 
v 
v 
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Since: 1vcagc: backfu lhicknc:ss was found to be highly rebted 10 tile 
roul yield of fat ( r = +.67, N =207), it was of interest to know ifthe in-
clusion of other vuiables which are apparendy associated with funcss would 
decrease the un2.ccounrc:d for variuion. As hogs incr~d in funess, they 
incrc1Sc:d in width :lnd, since: longer hogs generally have more surface area 
on which to deposit f:u, it W1S considered importllnt TO know the extcnt 
these vui2.bles ue usoci:ued with Ihe: total yield of fat. Coefficients of mul-
tiple and parri:tl correlations pcruining to these varilblcs :ue reponed in 
Tahk 16. '!be three measurementS allg1ve postivc "r's" with the: total yidd 
of fat. T he coefficients of multiple correlation de:arly indicate, 2.5 do the 
simple "es", th;l.t thc variat ion in the total yield oHat is influenced linle 
by carcass width and length. 
The interrelationships indicate that carcass width increased as backfat 
th ickness increased , whereas backfat thickness and carcass width decreased 
as the length of the carcass increased. When the influence of carcass widch 
and length were accounted for, t he ~rcentage of fat increased with an in-
crease in backfat th ickness. The ~rcenuge oHat also increased with:an 
increase in earcns length when carcass width and backfat thickness were 
held conSUnt. There was, however, no sign ificant relationship between the 
percent of fat and carcass width when backfat thickness and carcass length 
were held constant. 
Other correlations with the yield o f fa t as the dependent variable are 
reported in Table 14. 
Scaner diagrams illustrating the relationship of measurements and 
we ights to the yield offac are shown in Figures 12, 13, 14 , 15, 16, and 17. 
The relationship of the average o f the three carcass backfat measurements 
to the average of the three probe backfat measurements is shown in Figure 
19, Ap~ndix G. The relationship of the average of the th ree carcass blck-
fat measure ments to the yield of backfat also is shown in Appendix G. 
Figure 18. 
D ressing Percentage 
D ressing ~rcentagc, 
carcass weight 100 
live wlll8'ht x , 
is influence mainly by the wcight of the digestive nact, fill , head, and pluck.· 
The avcrage weight of the digeStive tract and fi ll of the fall slaughtered, 
unwtcd hogs weighing 200 pounds was 27.24 pounds at time of slaughter. 
The fill weighed 10.21 pounds. When I ' fall slaughrered hogs o f simi lar 
we:ight and breeding were fasted 24 hours befo re slaughter, with access to 
W:Her only, the average empty tract weight was 14.13 pounds and the fill 
' Hcart.lungs. and trachea. 
TABLE 18 •• CORRELATION ANDREORESSlON COEFnCIENTS OF THE AVERAQE BACKFAT THICKNESS, AVERAQE 
WIDTH, AND CAlI.CASS LENGTH TO THE YIELD OF FAT 
Number of CarcasBes __ 201 
MgH!pl. standard partial standard 
- ... Regrcaalon Coef[!clenh Error of 
"' Avs rqs 
"' Aver.,s car cull width 
"' Care .. " length 
bl2.3' b13.U b14.23 Estimate 
.on l'a .n ntif !)'II/I " ~ 
• g 
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Figure 12-Rebtionship of the avenge: of the carcass backfat measure menu 
to the pc(~nt of (2(. 
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Figure 13-Rdacionsbip of the avenge of the three live hog backf2t probe 
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weight was 3.24 pounds. The difference in filllffected the Cl~SS yields from 
2 to 5 percent. 
The fall and spring sllughtered hogs received the same ntions; how-
ever, the flll group WlS on pasture. The spring slaughtered hogs dressed 
2 to 3 percentlge points higher than the flll slaughtered hogs. See Tables 
4 lnd 4l. This difference is partially a<:counted for by the difference in fill 
and in the intestinal weight. In the spring slaughtered hogs, the fill averaged 
3.09 pounds lnd the empty digestive tracr lvenged 10.87 pounds. 
Considering ClrClSS depth, width, lnd length lS variables lssociatcd 
with dressing percentlge, the following relationships were found to exist: 
Carcass depth, f= + .18; lverage carClSS width, r= + .4,: and carcass length, 
-.09. As carcass depth increlsed, carClSS width increased, but as length in· 
creased, both the depth and width decrelsed. Correlltion lnd regression 
equations calculated from these relationships lre given in Table 17. 
Dressing percentlge increased significantly lS Clrcass width increased. 
The positive lssociation of CltCaSS depth to dressing percentlge also was 
significlnt. No lpparent relltionship exists between carClSS length lnd 
dressing perCentlge except lS length influences width lI1d depth of carc2SS. 
See Tlble 17. The coefficients of multiple correlation, R' .23 and R'.3<' are 
comparable to r '3 but R, .•• (where CUClSS depth remains unucounted for) 
is considerably smlller. The partill correlations in Tlble 17 (listed under 
first lnd second order coefficients) substlntiare the contention. 
While it is lccepted generlll y that dressing percent is influenced by 
the fat, Ieln, lnd bone, the question remlins lS to which of the three com· 
ponents hls the greatest influence. Numerous investigltors have reported. 
that fat has greater influence than lean on dressing percentage. Hlnkins, 
et ai., (19'3), however, suggest that the percent of/referred cuts hls rhe 
grC2ter effect. The regression equation they reporte was: 
(l) "D ressing percentage = H.16 + 0.786 x percent preferred cut + 
0.606 x percent fat cuts." 
The. similarity of their equation to thlt for similar variables in this 
srudy is evident. 
(b) Dressing percent = 3'.78 +0.722 x percent lean cutS + 0.707 x 
percent flt cuts. 
Both cqultions suggest that the proportion of lean influences the 
dressing percent more than the proportion of flt does. 
In these equltions, the partial regr~ssion coefficients of the lean CUts 
is influenced the most because of the strong positive interrelationship be-
tween lean lI1d residual and the rebtively lower negative relationship be-
tween fat lnd residulL Although the influence of th~ residual is not con-
sidered in the cwo forementioned equltlOnS, a and b, its influ~nce is never-
theless sprC2d over the Vlriables accounted for. The equalizing of this 
spread is in relation to the relative magnitude of the residual's intenssocil· 
TABLE 17 •• CORRELATION AND REGRESSlON COEFFICIENTS OF THE CARCASS DEPTH, AVERAGE CARCASS WlDllI 
AND CARCASS LENGTH TO DRESSING PERCENTAGE 
Number of Carcaasea •• 201 
Multiple standard Pirllil 
Cor relation Coeflle!ente Error RtlQ'eul9n Coefflelent. 
Uncorr ec ted Corree ted l of -R- ConsUnt b12.34 b13.24 b14.23 
St:aDdard 
Error of 
E9I;Imaie 
.458 .451" .0.057 54.68 .0.006 .0.076 RI .23 
Rt.24 
RI.34 
.186 ...... =..... ...... ...... . .... . 
2.41 
2.02 .456 .447" +0.(}57 52.74 +0.081 +0.005 
XI .. Drenlog Percent: 
Xz .. Carcan depth 
r24 .. .. 286" 
r!4 .. ·.313 "* 
~ .. Aver"", CarCaSS width 
Xt .. Carcan Isogth 
r34:;" .. 242"' 
.. ·.042 
.. +.059 
I Cor reeted for degrees of freedom 
• Protablllty of chance occurrence < .OS 
•• Probability of chanee occllrrence < .01 
r12.34 .. 
r13.24 .. +.426" 
rl4 .23 .. +.063 
~ 
N 
:<: 
-§ 
~ 
> 
a 
• 
-n 
c 
~ 
• > 
" ~ 
~ 
• 
-• • Z 
.. 
I 
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cion to the considered variables, fat and lean. The relative importance of 
these variables is indicated more clearly when influencing interrelationships 
are accounted for. See Table 18 (first and second order coefficients). When 
the negative influence between fat and lean is accounted for, the correlation 
between fat and dressing percencage increased 2.5 rimes. The correlation of 
fat with dressing percent increased to +.70 (rn,s.) when the negative in· 
fluence of the lean and residual were both accounted for. When the corre-
lation between lean and dressing percentage was similarly treated, the corre· 
Iation increased gready but nOt to rhe same extent as in rhe case of the fat 
This indicares that both fat and Jean have a marked effect on dressing per· 
cernage.These results indicare rhat fat had more influence than lean on the 
dressing percentage when the interinfluences were taken into account. 
Unadjusted Loin Equivalent9 
Since the unadjusted loin equivalent gives an overall evaluation of car· 
cass merit expressed as a percent, it was desirable ro determine if significant 
~lationships existed between this evaluation and backfat measurements. 
Correlations between the unadjusted loin equivalent and various backfat 
measurements arc given in Table 19. Both carcass backfat measuremenrs 
and live hog probes were negatively associated with the unadjusted loin 
equivalent. The larger portion of the measurements were significant at the 
0.01 level. Figures 20 and 21 are scatter diagrams illustrating the existing 
relationships between the unadjusted loin C<juivalcnt and the backfat mea· 
surements. 
Cooler Shrink 
FactOrs influencing carcass cooke shrink include time, temper:lture, 
humidiry, rare of air movement, carcass composition, and surface area. 
Tables 4 and 4a do not give conclusive evidence thar Medium grade 
carcasses shrink more than higher finished grades during chilling. The par· 
tial correlations in Table 20 do not indicare the existence of a strong reo 
lationship between composition and cooler shrinkage. 
Cooke Shrinkage was correlated, however, with the total yield of fat 
in the study of 24·hour fasting shrink. A significant negative "r" was ob-
tained at the 0.05 level. 
The variables studied in relation to 24·hour fasting shrinkage arc rc-
poered in Table 21. No highly significant relationships were found. It was 
noted that Medium grade hogs lost more weight, on the average, during 
the 24-hour fasting period than the fatter hogs. See Tables 4 and 4a. There 
was no consistent relationship between this trend and cooler shrinkage. 
' See Appendix C, Unadjusted loin equivalcnc. 
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TABLE 19 --
L.m 
Averaee of ca.rcass bact thickness (mm.) 
Live boe ham probes (mm.) 
Live hog .shoulder probes (nun.) 
Live hoi hip probes (mm.) 
Lumbar backfal thickness (mm.) 
Hlp .. tlam probes + 2 
Shoulder .. ham probes .. 2. 
< .01 
_.151+ 
-,H2** 
-.138* 
_.393" 
_.293 " 
_.11 7 
-.379· · 
_.189· · 
_.348'-
-.379"* 
_.26S ·· 
'" 
'" 
'" no 
no 
no 
"" 
TABLE 20 -- CORRELATIONS OF THE FAT AND LEAN TO COOLER SHRINKAGE 
Number of Carcasses ." 147 
Zero Order Coefficie nts 
T12 .. _.093 T13 .. _.016 
First Order Coefficients 
T12.3 .. _.138 r13.2 .. _.104 
Xl "' cooler ShilJikige, percent 
Xa .. Yield of fllt, Uve we l&ht bIle le 
Xs .. Yield of lean, Bve weight hasls 
"' ProbabUlty of chance occurrence < .05 
.. ProbrlbUlty of chance OCCurrenCe < .01 
TABLE 21 __ COEFFICIENTS OF PARTIAL CORRELATION OF THE COOLER 
SHRINK, FAT, AND LEAN TO THE TWENTY_FOUR HOUR SHRINK 
Number of Cue .. s .... __ 108 
Zero Order CoefticlentB 
r12 '" +.M2 
fl3 '" _.195· 
f 14 '" +.078 
shrink, percent 
rat, live weight basis 
leo.n, live weight basis 
of chance OC:Currence < .05 
of c hance OC:Currence < .01 
Interrelationships 
f23 '" _.238 · 
f24 '" +.058 
r34 '" -.570" 
r23.4 '" -.250-
r24.3 '" _.098 
r34.2 '" _.574 " 
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SUMMARY 
The objective of this inve$[ig~tion W1S to determine the relationships 
existing between the measurementS and weights studied. Numerous corre-
lations are presented throughou t this rePOrt. Most of the correlation co-
diicients presented ~re sutisric~lIy signincant. 
The 207 hogs slaughtered for this study consined of 122 Landrace-
Poland crossbreds, 76 H~mpshires , and 9 Dumcs of approximately 2C)S 
pounds live weight. The hogs were fasted 24 hours prior to slaughter with 
~ccess to water. The 24-hout fasting shrink ~veraged 10.71, 10.0),9.99 and 
10.)() pounds for the Medium, Choice No. I, Choice No. 2 and Choice No. 
3 hogs, respectively. The live weight raken after the 24·hour fasting period 
was adjusted to the average full digestive tract weight which was taken as 
the hogs were eviscerated. The adjusted live weight ~nd the chilled carcw 
weight were the basis for calculating yields. The averages of fu.ll :md spring 
full digestive tract weights differed by 3.4 pounds. 1ne fall slaughtered hogs' 
digestive tracts were the heaviest. 
In practicl1ly 111 instances (see Tables 4 and 4a), as the intestinal fill in· 
creased, dressing percentage decreased. Fill was an influencing factOf ~c· 
counting for ~ lar~ portion of the 3 percent lower dressing yield of the (~II 
sl:mghtcred hogs. 
Each carcass was graded and scored by a committee from the Univer· 
sicy Meat Section (see Figure 2). The four preferred CUtS, the hams, loins. 
shoulders and bellies, ",'ere scored as processed by the author and his tWO 
co-workers. (See Table 3.) The method of processing suggested in the Pro· 
ceedings of the 19)2 Reciprocal Meat Conference was followed. (See Ap-
pendix B.) T o standardize the cutting procedure all of the carcasses were 
broken down into major cuts. These were trimmed by the same individual. 
Li .... -e hog probes were t~ken the day before slaughur by a member of the: 
Animal H usbandry Dep:attment. Physical carCl.ss measurements were taken 
by the author, while those recorded during processing were taken by a co-
werleer. Each co-worker had his job and did not deviate from his specific 
duties. 
The data w~re analyzed by use of correi2tions as presented by Mills 
(1938) 1nd Ezekiel (19'0). The le1St squares method was used for calcu· 
lating the sim ple "r's," simibrly, the Doolittle Method was used in calcu-
lating (h~ "R 's." Coefficients of putial correluions w~re calculat~d as pre-
sented by Mills with the use of Miner's Tables (1922). 
The hogs included in this study are compared in Tables 1,2,3,4 :.nd 4a. 
In all ases a greater percentage of th~ variation in the dependent fKrolS 
was ~ccounted for by multipk correlations than by zero order correlations 
where one independent v:ariabl~ was employed or where the :.ver2ge of sever· 
11 variables (aver2ge ofth~ live hog probes) was employed as a single fac-
tor. The partial correlations calculated indicate the fallacy of pi2cing St rong 
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emphasis on some simple correluions. In 5uhstantilltion, nme Table 18 on 
"D~sin8 Percentage. " 
Most of the correluions were of slightly lower magnirude than simil:u 
" t 'S" reported by ()(hcr workers. There uc several fasons for this discrep_ 
ancy. First, considerable hetcrogcnc:iry existed among the hogs included in 
this srudy wi th regard to individuality, brttding, restrictions in fceding, and 
se:lson, Secondly, all data recorded were uti lized in the alculations. No prt. 
Ilm inary test runs were made to :lequire the usual conditioning ski ll which 
is cusromary co develop technique and eli minate considerable errot. 
Several regression equations were calculated from measurementS :lod 
yields for the purpose of estimating the yield of various combin:Hions of 
CUts. 
The single v2fiable most h ighly associated to the yield of to tal lean 
was the cross section of the loin eye. When this m~uremem was included 
in a multiple correb.tion with ham lean cross section are:t and carcass length 
as the other independenc variables, the amount of variation in the yield of 
lean incrttsed 6.2 perccnc. T he following equadon was determined for ($.. 
timating the yield of lean: 
Tot:allean = 26.75 + .00056 x ham muscle area + .00169 x loin eye 
area + .00428 x carcass length 
Other regression equations for estimating the total lean arc given. 
The yield o f the four lean CUtS was found to be inversely associated with 
the backfat thickness. The yield of the four lean cutS based on live weight 
can be esti mated by t he following equation : 
Y ield offout lean cuts = 44 .62 -. I ~O x hip probe (mm. ) -.O~7 x ham 
probe (mm.) 
The difference in the magnitude of the tWO correb.tion coefficients secured 
by the correlat ing of (he yield of the four lean CUtS with the hip probe and 
with the hip-ham probe is small. Ho wever, the sundard error of estimate 
is smaller when both of the independent variables are incorporated to ($.. 
timate the yield of the (our lean CUts. 
The yield of the five primal curs is associated with the live hog's back-
lilt probe but to a lesser degr«: than is the yield of the four lean cuts. Of the 
three live hog probes, the hip pwbe gave the beSt estimate of the yield of 
the four lean cuts as well as the five primal CUts. However, when all three 
probe measurements were correlated with the tWO previously mention~ 
yields in multiple correlations the variation in yield accounced fo r was in-
creased and the standard error of the estimating equations was narrowed. 
1?us. the accuney of estimates was incre:tsed by multiple correlat ion analy-
SIS. 
BacH at measurements were the best indicators o( ht yield in the car-
C:I.SS. The following estimating equation was determined w estimate (he 
yield offu: 
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Yield of fat = 7.27 + .095 x shoulder probe + .088 x hip probe + 
.205 x ham probe 
As a single measurement, the ham probe is superior to the hip or shoulder 
probe as an indicator of fatness.' o When earcass width and length mea-
surements were included with the average of the three carcass backfat mea-
surements the accountable variation in yield of fat increased very little. 1bc 
partial correlations indicate that length is interrelated with both carcass 
width and backfat thickness. Therefore, length indirectly inBuences the 
yield of fat. See T able 15. 
Dressing percent can be prediCted by the use of carcass measuremems 
as well as from the component yield of the carcass. The following equations 
give the yield of dressed carcass: 
(a) Dressing percent = 54.68 + .0056 x body depth (mm.) + .076 
x average body width (mm.) 
(b) Dressing per cent = 23.66 + .737 x yield fat + .61 ~ x yield lean 
+ 1.84 x residual 
As indicated by the partial regression coefficients, the average carcass width 
is the linear measurement most highly associ:ued with dressing percentage 
in ttjuation (a) whereas the yicld of fat has the greater influence of the chrcc 
components in equation (b). Scvcnl other cqU2tions for estimating dressing 
pcrccnnges are given in Tables 17 and 18. 
T ables 1, 2, and 3 sugg:est that within a grade the quality of the carcass 
is inAuenced more by breeding and the level of feeding than by the degroe 
of finish as measured by backrar thickness. 
CONCLUSIONS 
As a result of this study some specific and some general conclusions 
have been reached. 
1. A reasonably actunte estimate of the live hog's value can be deter-
mined from the live hog backfar probes or carcass backfat measurementS. 
Yield of fat can be more easily and accurately determined than the yield 
of lean. MeasurementS of fat, such as cucass and live hog backfat thickness 
measurements, give the highest correlations, with the exception of those ob-
nine<! by automatic and partial correlarions. This is due possibly to the well 
defined regions p!~nt on the carcass and live animal for nking linear mea-
surementS related to fatness. Most present linear measurements of fatness 
measure the subcutaneous fat alone, whereas measurements used to evaluate 
the lean are, in parr, measures of fat, lean, and bone or some combinations 
of these three componentS (for example, the weight of the preferred cuts 
and the ham index). 
2. Internal carcass measuremems (for example, the cross·section area 
of the loin eye) gave the highest correlation with the yield of lean. 
'0q. A"U compare to McMedo.n's results. 
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3. The yield of anyone component of rhe carcass (or live hog) is in-
fluenced by several factors. The larger the number of these influencing fac-
tors considered in the method of analysis the more reliable arc the resultS, 
if the ldditionll varilbles contribute significanrly. However, when the 
number of inHucncing varilhlcs included in In lndysis exceeds four or five, 
the mathematical mlnipuhtion becomes extensive lnd hborious, the 
chlnces of errors accumullce, and l point of imptlcticdity soon is relched. 
Since this is the Clse, complexity is counter-blhnccd with simplicity lnd l 
lower degree of eXlCtness. 
4. This study suggests that if further improvement in pork carcass (Of 
Jive hog) cvlJultion is desired there is a grot need for sundardized tech-
nical procedures which will reldily melsure the imernll chlt'lcteriscics 
(composidon) of the carcass (or live hog) without mutilat ion. These proce-
dures should be such thlt they Cln be lppl ied to l luge number of car-
Clsses (or live hogs) within a relSonlble time. 
on: 
". It is funher suggested th:l.t ldditionll specific studies be considero:l 
l. The live hog probe technique. 
b. Specific gr:l.vity melSures of ClTass composition. 
c. Chemical methods, i.e., 
(l)The solubility of lntipyrine in body wlter. 
(2) MelSurements of blood volume. 
(3) Output of creatinine in the urine. 
These chemicli methods reRect the composition of the live l ninul 
(H lnkins 1949). They lre more lccur,ue thln linear mcasurementS 
bue arc less rlpid lnd more difficuir to lpply. 
d. The usc of X-tly appclrs to lfford a tlpid lnd convenient method 
of escimltion on l plCtieular portion o f the live lnimll ( H lnkins 
1949). The utility of this method is problbly dependent on using 
CUts whose composition is highly corrchtcd to the cntire CllClSS or 
live lnimll. 
6. To obclin more precise cvllulcions from linelt melsurementS, it is 
proposed that: 
l. The methods of anliysis be modified to lccount for the exuel'J'te 
differences in the lnimlls, or 
h. The lnimlis be segrcglced into specific homogeneous groupings 
by deuiled srlndlrds l nd the individull groups treued :1.5 units. 
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APPENDIX A 
DESCRIPTION OF HOG CARCASS MEASUREMEN TS 
(All Measuremenrs in Mill imeters) 
Lmgth of Ca1"(ass: 
Measured from antedor edge of the aiteh bone (pelvic bone) to the 
anterior edge of the firs t rib near the ven:abN.. On «CC2.sses uncvenly split, 
the side with the most bone to be measured. 
Thickness of Backfat: 
AI! mCl.swemeocs to include the skin. 
Over the first rib, :.It the junction of the last cervial and first thoracic 
vefcabra. 
O ver the laSt rib, at che junction of the seventh and eighth venabra 
below the last lumbar (include the laSt lumbar vertebrae in the count). 
Over the last lumbar, at the center of the laSt lumbar vertabra. 
Length DfHind ug: 
Measure from the anted or edge of the aitch bone to the hoof head 
(coron1f)' band). 
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" Lengtb ofHam: 
Measured from the lowest point of the aitch bone to inside of hock 
joint on the center of the bony projection which may be felt beneath the 
skin JUSt above (as the carcass hangs) the center of the hock joint itself. 
CitTumference of Ham: 
Taken at the midpoint of the ham length measurement, C<juidistant 
from the bony projeCtion of the hock and the lowest point orthe aitch 
bone. Three or four skewers are used as guides. 
Cartass Depth: 
The tOtal depth of carcass, including skin, across the first thoracic 
vertebra. 
W;Jlh Through lIN Shoulders: 
Width from center of first thoracic vertebra to outside of shoulder 
on a line parallel to the floor. This measurement is the length of a line 
perpendicular to the sagittal plane bisecting the earcass. To be measured 
from the rear of the cucass with a caliper. Sum of both measurements:uc: 
recorded. 
W idlh Through the Camlss: 
A tOtal of rwo measurements, one of each side, of the distance from 
the split surface of the main body of the seventh thot2cic vertebra to the 
outside surface of the carcass. The measurement is made from the rear with 
a caliper, along a line perpendicular to the median plane of the carcass. 
Bel1] Thidmm: 
The thinnest portion of the belly opposite the juncrion of rhe second 
and third vef{ebrae to (he an(erior from the pelvic arch. Me2Sured from 
probe taken with a skewer. 
Area of Loin Eye: 
Trimmed loin cut on posterior edge of laSt rib, perpendicular to the 
vertebrae as the loin lies on the table. Depth of eye muscle is measured 
from the upper edge of vertebra (split chine bone) to the top edge of the 
lean and the edge of the lean, perpendicular to the first measurement. The 
product of these twO measurementS is the approximate area of the loin 
eye muscle in square millimeters. 
Ham Ltan Area: 
L2y the regular untrimmed ham on the table (skin side down). Mo-
sure width of lean uea (on butt end) on a plane parallel to the rable top 
and lower edge of bone. Measure depth of lean from lower center edge of 
bone (perpendicular to cable) to the dorsal edge of subcutaneous fat. The 
product of mese twO measurements gives the approximate lean area of ham. 
Ham Fat Thickness: 
With regular ham in position as indicated above (Ham Lean Area) 
measure the thickness of external fat and skin across the cut surface at a 
point directly benC2rh the cross section of the cxpo~d bone. 
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Psoas M usde ( T enderloin) A rea: 
This is the product of cross section measurements of the psoas muscle 
at the point where the rough middle is removed from the regular ham. This 
muscle is defined by its border of conneCtive tissue. 
Live Hog Probes" and Adjaunt Backfat Measurements: 
Both live hog backfat probes and comparati ve carcass measurements 
are taken at the 5th-6th thoracic (shoulder probe), the 4th-5th lumbar (hip 
prcJ;.e) :Hld the 2nd-3rd sacaral vertebra (ham probe). T he three probe 
measures and the three adjacent carcass measurements were recorded). 
The live hog measurements required restraining the hog, selecting the 
site for the measurement. lancing with a scalpel (Yi inch long through the 
skin), inserting a blunt end metal ruler through to the fitm longissimus 
dorsi muscle, and recording this measurement. All measurements were 
taken 1 Yi inches off the mid-l ine, at a point behind the shoulder, at the 
middle of the loin, and at a point halfway between the tail head and hip. 
APPE N D IX B 
METHOD OF SLAUG HTERING, CHIllING 
W EIGHIN G AN D PROCESSING 
Pre-slaughter Prou dure: 
a. First weight taken when hogs reached 210 to 220 pounds (weighed 
TO the nearest Yi pound) . 
b. Second weight taken after 24 hours shrinkage (with water and with-
out feed) . 
e. Hogs slaughtered as soon as possible after second weighing (never 
later than 4 hours) . 
Hogs Prrxessed Padler Style: 
a. Remove head and viscera. 
b. Leave jowls on the carcass. 
c. Split carcass down middle of backbone. 
d. Remove kidneys. 
e. Leave leaf fat in hue hanging loose (considered as part of carcass). 
f. Take hot carcass weigh t and have carcass in cooler within 2 hOUI5 
after sticking. 
Digestive Trade Weight and Intestinal Fill: 
(D igestive track includes the small and large intestines, stomach, spleen 
and adhering intestinal fat). W eighed to neareSt ~ pound. 
a. ~ake weight of full digestive uack immediately following eviscera-
tion. 
h. Strip oue intestines and stomach contents, flush with a water hose, 
drain, and reweigh. 
c. Difference in cwo weights considered fill. 
" Live hog ?robes were taken by Dr.]. F. Lasley. 
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Wdghing ofVarittJ M tall: 
(W eigh to ne:arest 1/ 10 pound) 
" 
:a. V:ariety meats include the he:ad, hem, liver :and kidneys. E:ach iton 
weighed individuaJly when the hot c:arc:ass weight w:as nken. 
Basis of Yield Figurts: 
a. Adjusted live weight is the shrunk live hog weight (24 hours f:ast· 
ing weight) adjusted to the average imestinallill. 
h. C:arc:ass weight b:ased on 24 hours chill weight :and the :adjusted 
live weight. T he yield o f wholes:ale CUIS :and trimmings were also 
based on these two weights. 
Chilling and Pro(t$S;ng: 
a. Urc:asses were chilled:l. t 33 to 3,oF. :and weighed :at the end of 24 
hours to the ne:arest 1/ 10 pound. 
b. C:arc:asses were processed :afrer grading" (48 hours chill pe'riod 
elapse, intern:al h:am 38 degrees or lower). 
!tIt/hod of Pr()(tssing: 
(All weighrs of wholes:ale CUtS :and crimming t:aken to the nearest 1/10 
pound). 
:a. Rough shoulder t:aken off between 2nd :and 3rd rib:at the m:achment 
of the thor:acic vertebra :and:at right angles to the genen! line of 
the b:ack. 
( I) Trimming rough shoulder 
(:a) Lift neck bones. 
(b) Cut off brisket flap :and jowl par:allel (0 shoulder CUt. 
(2) Skinning fuJI shoulder 
(:a) Ronove collar F,u one inch below exposed ventral edge of 
bl:ade bone exposing false lean on Boston Butt. 
(b) CUt foot from shoulder ~ inch :above knee joint :and sep1' 
nte shoulder inro picnic and Bosron But( by cutting ~ 
inch below exposed blade bone and:at right angles to the 
shoulder cut. 
b. Remove H:am 
(I) Remove ham bet ween 2nd :and 3rd sacral vertebr:a and per· 
pcndicul:ar to rhe line of the shank. 
(2) Remove flank corner and tail bones. Follow n:arur:al scam on 
flank ( weight r:aken ofboth regular :and trimmed h:am). 
(3) Remove coU:ar fat from ham leaving ~ of skin up fro m hock 
}oint, b .ving approximately lot ( 0 HI inch o f f:ar on h:am. 
(4) Cut foot off ar hock joint (center of bony projection). 
c. Scp:ar:ate rough loin from rough belly 
(I)O ivide aJong a stnifht line made by snugging tenderloin muscle 
at posterior end 0 loin :and JUSt missing the vemr:al portion of 
"Sec Appendix C 
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me blck bone It (he lnterior end of t he loin. 1bke this CUt 
with the Aat side of (he bl2.de bone paf3l1d to the table. h may 
be necessary to follow the natural curvlture of the backbones. 
d. Ronove backfar from loin loving \4 inch of far over the loin. 
e. Ronove spare ribs from belly by splitting the secondary Aank mus-
de along center line removing most of the soft cartilages from the 
belly. 
( Trim belly (Ratten out Rank end) 
(1) Cut through the teat line. 
(2) CUt off Rank at boot jack. 
(3) Square other twO sides if necessary. 
g. Separate fat from leln 
(1) This includes III trimmings from bellies, shoulders, hams, etc. 
APPENDIX C 
METHO D OF GRADING CARCASSES 
AND SCORI NG CUTS 
Cartass Grading: 
After 48 hours ch illing (32 to 3~ c F.) C2.fCl SSeS were gIlded by six to 
eight members of the University Meats Section. 
l. Individullgrlding cards were used. 
b. Individull carcasses were first graded lccording to the U. S. D. A. 
Sranduds. 
c. Individual caccuses were gelded on a QUlliry Basis u indicued 
below: 
Quality Scort 
1 Approximlrely perfect, no lpprecilble bults in firmness 
or color. 
2 Apprecilbly deficient in firmness or color, or slightly in 
both. 
3 Appreciably deficient in firmness and color. 
4 Very mukedly deficient in firmness or color, or mukedly 
deficient in both. 
d. If a C2fca5S scored (U.S.D.A. Standlrd Gade) in the lowet ~ of a 
gndc lnd below score 2 on the QUllity Blsis it WlS placed in the 
next lower U.S. D. A. gClde. 
Subjective Scoring of Wholesale Cuts 
(Ham, Loin, Shoultkr, and Btlly): 
These four wholesale Curs were scored by two co-workers and the 
luthor. 
a. Scores were based on nine represen tltive plies of photographs for 
each Cut (both trimmed and untrimmed). Their rank in degree of 
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finish ( fin) W2.S: No.1, the most highly finished , No. 9, the leut 
fin ished, with intervening numbers being intermedi~te. With in· 
cn::asing le~n a re~ of e~ch cut the score incre~sed with ~ range (rom 
1 to 9. 
b. The WhOJeSlJe CUt scores 1[e expressed :1$ the unadjusted and ad-
justed loin equiv~lents which are mC1SUteS of COnsumer desirabiILty 
and carcass merit. 
Loin Equivalents: 
~. In determining net c~rcus merit, the yield of ~1! CUtS w~s expressed 
in terms of the equiv~Jent yield of tri mmed loin. 
b. The wholes~le cutS were given the following relarive values : 1.0 
for trimmed loin; 0.9 for skin ned h~m; 0.8 for belly and skinned 
shoulder; 0.7 for l~n trimmings; 0.2 for lelf f~t, fat trimmings and 
hackfu; :lnd 0.1 for " bone." These relative values were used in 
weighing the percent yield. Values for the various CUtS were based 
on average Chic~go wholes~le prices for a period berween 19H and 
1947. The relative value of 0.1 for " bone" was below the aCtual 
price because "bone" included the spare tibs as well ~s the neck 
bones, feet , tail and kidney. This is justifi:lbJe since it is unlikely tlut 
anyone would selen hogs for heavier bonl" to get a high yield of the 
rdatively high-priced spare ribs. 
c. The "unadjusted loin equivalent" w~s ~djusted by ~pplying the fol-
lowing fanors (0 the primal CUts: a score of9 = 1.20; 8 = 1.1 5; 
7 = 1.10;6 = l.O~; ~ =1.00 ; 4 = 0.9~;3 = 0.90;2 = 0.8~;~nd 
1 =0.80. The equiv~lent yield of loi n adjusted for consumer de· 
sinbility scores of the CUtS is referred to as "~djusted loin equiva. 
lent." T his, it should be emphasized, is a measure of net carcass 
value per unit of live weight. 
d. In most carcass studies live hog scores ~nd ml"asurements for r"" 
dicting carc2.SS desi rability, yield of primal CUlS, total yield 0 fat 
or lean, and other similar cvaluations have not been adequate. This 
is true since they do not, in a coherent way, take into considera tion 
the relative values of the CUtS, that is, their desitability from the 
consumer's st~ndpoint. 
APPENDIX 0 
REGRESSION EQUAnONS (y",,,,,~, STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMAT£S AND 
CORRELATION COEFTtCJENTS DETERMINED FOR RELA'nONSmP TO THE 
flELD Of' FAT AND PREFERRED CUTS. 
Y .. Yield of Fat on Live We\iht B ... I. 
Y .. 8.708 .. 0.2117 :II avo of S IIvl bofr probe mea8llflmentl (mm.) +1.78 
f .... tli. N.U6-
y .. . s" .. 0. 417 J[ .... carelill t..c.kf .. t thkknell (In .... ) +2.037 
r .... &7. "); . 207 
Y .. 8.15 .. 1.821 "TrlmmlDC 10 .. [rom lItimled ham. (lba.) .. 1.80 
r .... 73, N.'22 
y .. S." .. 1.eoe:o; Yield of bleldat (lln .... IiM) .. 1.52 
r_ ... 83, - N _ I08 
Y .. 8.8.3 ... 280 x Live hOI ham pl'obe (mID.1 .. 1. n 
r .. ... 62, - Nall6 
y .. D.93 ... 224::1 Lui tho",cic bacldal thlckneU (mm.) +2.411 
r .. ... 42, 1<' .. 21)'1 
Y .. Yield of Flv, Primal Cut. (Ha.ma, lolnl, buill, plo:nlcl and beiliu) 
Y .. ".55 •• 332 II avo IIvl hot: probe, (""",.J +4.88 
r .. _.Sl!, - N .. 116 
Y .. 52.~ _ .132 :II Live hoC II1p Pl'obe (=m.) +1." 
t __ .32, - N.I011 
Y .. 57.tll _ 189.218:11 av, 11ft bo& probel!/c~ .. l.~ (mm.) +4.72 
r_ •. Sl , Nalle-
y .. 211.89 .. 1.6-41 x Yield of loin (live weight) +1.3S 
r .. ... 611, - N .. lOS 
Y • Four Lun Cuts (Haml, lolnl, butt. and plcnlcl) 
Y • U.Wf + 1.93 "V,-Id of lOin (live .. ellbl) + 1.40 
r .... n, - N _ IOS 
APPENDIXE 
COEFFICIENTS OF PARTIAL 
Yield of lobi f"l; ylald of 
Fir. Order Coefficlellt. 
fa.! .... Msf fU.2 . .... U· 
fl2 ••• +.890+ f13.4 • • • Sg3 + 
fH.2 ••. 906+ rH.3 .... 888+ 
.. Prot-bUlty of ehl.oea < .05 
+ Probl.bUUy o f cbanefl occl1l'nnce < .01 
BASED ON PERCENT LIVEWEIGHT* 
Of ylflld of trlmmlna; fl.t 
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'" 
1489.50 12()(l(1.00 48.3Z.00 1l$4.~ 
" .,. '"~ 3260.82 585S.00 1043.1 0 833,S() I aR/o1 
tenderlOin (mm. ) 
'" 
$48.32 1674.00 500.00 24&.95 
Ham Index 84 149.~ US.311 125.33 15.69 
Cooler .brlnk, ... 
'''' 
,." !UO 1.01 0.29 
24 hour wink, ~. 10. .... 28.00 ' .00 3.$1 
C"a,realilength (mill.) .O! 738.75 786,00 688.00 23.17 
Av . cuela. width (mm.) .O! 264.78 28&.00 231.00 13. 16 
carC.1I depth (mm.) 20' 3.0.OS 312.00 300.00 13.81 
Hot cue ... weICht 
'" 
158.33 171.30 13a.60 .. " 
Adjusted Itn "'IIM 18. lM.&4 22UIO 180.00 7.12 
Dru''''' percent ". 78.81 87.20 67.50 2031 U!I2djusted loin 
equivalent, ... 'M 47.00 53.Q.6. 4.0.47 S.U 
First thoracic 
thlckMu (mm.) 'M 50.61 '10.00 35.00 5.81 
Lut thoracic 
thickne.1 (mm.) 'M 34.18 52.00 20.00 5.13 
LafJt lumbar 
th1ekne" (mm.) 'M lll.U 57.00 28.00 5.'lD 
A~. of cuea". tackfat 
th1ekne .. (mm.,) 2M 41.33 511.70 31.00 3.81 
A •• of II •• hog prObe 
back!.! thlcknul ("lm.) 
'" 
33.20 43.70 HI.DO 4.51 
Sholllder bactfat probe 
thieknell (mmo) 
'" 
40.511 51.00 23.00 ..,., 
Hip -"':kfat prohl 
tblckne .. (mID.) 
'" 
30.511 41.00 13.00 .... 
Ham baclr:fllt probe 
thleble .. (mm.) no 28.41 42.00 12.30 4.83 
Cllrcll" bm fllt 
th1ekDe .. (mm. ) 'M 31.U 55.00 20.00 .... 
Tot:Ll fat, " 
'" 
17.511 31.35 10.00 2.78 
Ba.Clr:fllt, " 10. 6.U .. " 2.22 .... 
Leal fal, " 
'''' 
2.23 3.52 '.00 '.S< 
Tr lmmlnJ fill _ backfill 
and leaf fat, 'I 
'''' 
7.74 lU4 4.n 1.21 
Fi¥. primal cllle, ... 10. u.n 
"." 
40.10 , ... 
Four lean cllte, " 10. 38.42 43.7 11 30.311 2." 
Loin, 'I 
'''' 
11.60 13.1111 11.115 ,." 
Shoulder , % 10. 10.n 12.87 8.20 0.7' 
Ham .... 10. U .i4 lB.87 14.10 0.82 
Belly, " 10' 10.51 13.53 7.21 0.115 
TrlmmlnJ rat frOm 
stlnned bm. lbe. 
'" 
4.3\ 8.40 !.SO 1.25 
Residual, % 
'" 
8.S8 10.00l 6.118 0.62 
Total IUn, !! 
'" 
39,80 47.43 32.56 2.76 
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APPENDIXG 
SCATTER DIAGRAMS SHOWING RELATIONSHIPS 
OF BACKFAT YIELD TO FAT YIELD AND CAR· 
CASS BACKFAT MEASUREMENTS TO 
BACKFAT PROBE MEASUREMENTS 
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I.VBRAGB OF Tl!RU CARCASS lI,lCKFA'I' MEASUREMENTS Ill' 
)IILLIMKTBRS 
Figure '18-'Rebtionship of the avenge of th.-ee carcass backfat measure· 
mems to the percem of backfat. 
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,lVKlUGB OF 'l'HB THRXE CARCASS BJ.ClO'J..T HEl.SlJREHBNTS III 
HILLIKBTBRS 
Figure 19-Rebtionship of the avenge of t he three carcass backfat mea· 
surem ents to tbe avenge of the three live hog backfat probe measurement. 
